
 

 

Meeting with TONIC (Luke Warner) and IGLOO (Kym Shaen-Carter) . TONIC’s offices in Soho - 16th January 
2018. Attended by Elaine H and Anne O’D. 
 
The project 
 
TONIC has 6 Executive Board members  ( two of whom are paid on a daily rate and this includes one mem-
ber who has a lot of experience in raising money for projects). Luke Warner  joined as full time paid Project 
Co-ordinator 6 months ago.  The TONIC office used to be in Lewisham but has now relocated to Soho.  
 
The aim is to build an LGBT Retirement Community with integrated domiciliary care.  It is not co-housing 
but the plan is to build around 100 units in total. The model is to hold fairly small advisory panels that are 
representative of the diversity of the LGBT community and who are potential service users to comment on 
the plans as they develop.  Constitutionally, there are two parts to the project. ‘Tonic Housing” is a CIC but 
there is also a charitable ‘arm’ to the project which is a discrete entity to advise and direct the project.This 
is the place where the advisory panel ‘sits’ .  
 
TONIC are working with PTE Architects.  They are also aiming to be an ‘exemplar’ for the development of 
community-led housing. They too have clearly been advised to highlight the Care aspects of their project 
and are similarly looking to highlight the economic benefits of this way of developing retirement housing. 
They are also seeking to create ‘affordable’ mixed tenure housing and have GLA support.  
 
They are also highlighting the aim to create inter-generational space with a community centre on the 
ground floor with cafe, performance space etc.  
 
They had made positive progress on securing a site in Lewisham but this has become problematic. The aim 
is to find a location that meets a number of intersecting aims. i.e a site that is likely to allow units to be 
built that will be within the budget of those who would want to live there whilst also being sufficiently ac-
cessible to operate as a LGBT Hub for the whole of London (i.e be within commuting distance for all).  
 
 
Relationship between TONIC and IGLOO  
 
TONIC had the resource and expertise to build contacts, network and get connected but they reached a 
stage when they felt a need for more professional housing/ developer input to complement their status as 
‘enthusiastic amateurs’.  
 
IGLOO are paid fees much as you might pay an architect fees. Currently TONIC pay IGLOO out of Grant 
Funding they have secured. IGLOO, once contracted, focusses on raising money to fund the project.  KSC 
outlined distinct stages to the process: feasibility; to planning stage; start on site. The IGLOO web site is 
currently under development to give higher profile to the work they are doing with community groups. Ig-
loo work with community groups to enable them to become developers themselves … they provide experi-
ence.  
 
In response to discussion about different London Boroughs’ priorities re. Community-led housing, the ad-
vice was to focus on Boroughs with high numbers of LGBT people, where Council Officers are lesbian/ gay. 
(Some discussion of Hackney to whom Igloo had been talking as the Leader is gay.) There was also the sug-
gestion that LOLC should talk to the London-wide Community Land Trust.   
 
At one point in the discussion it seemed that one of the motivations for TONIC meeting us might be to ex-
plore ‘partnership’ in some form. Whilst any specific aim of this kind was denied and the ‘sharing of experi-
ence’ motivation highlighted, the possibility that distinct ‘blocks’ of the project might be available for de-
velopment by different groups was briefly discussed as a potentially viable option. Kym SC also said that 
she recognised that the projects might be quite autonomous and, if the group wanted further discussions 



 

 

with IGLOO, then there would be no conflict of interest and, as an ethical company, IGLOO would only seek 
to form a relationship with us if they considered they could be an asset to us.  
 
     


